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Abstract
We introduce a new interface for rapidly creating 3D articulated figure animation, from 2D sketches of the
character in the desired key frame poses. Since the exact 3D animation corresponding to a set of 2D drawings is
ambiguous we first reconstruct the possible 3D configurations and then apply a set of constraints and assumptions to present the user with the most likely 3D pose. The user can refine this candidate pose by choosing
among alternate poses proposed by the system. This interface is supported by pose reconstruction and optimization methods specifically designed to work with imprecise hand drawn figures. Our system provides a simple, intuitive and fast interface for creating rough animations that leverages our users’ existing ability to draw. The
resulting key framed sequence can be exported to commercial animation packages for interpolation and additional refinement.

1. Introduction
Traditional animators often begin work by quickly sketching thumbnails of a character in key poses to capture the
character's overall motion.1 The characters are drawn as
stick figures or as simple rectangular and ellipsoidal volumes. Once a coarse version of the motion is on paper,
they rework and refine the key poses, and fill in the inbetween poses to eventually produce the final animation.
While this coarse-to-fine motion refinement strategy is also
used in 3D computer animation,14 the initial step of generating a coarse set of key poses is far more difficult on a
computer.
While existing 3D animation systems provide powerful
tools, appropriate for precise 3D positioning, they are not
well suited for rapidly posing articulated figures. In contrast, artists can quickly and easily sketch 2D figures and
professional computer animators often draw key poses on
paper before building them in the computer.14
In this paper we present an interface for using these
sketches to directly infer the 3D pose of an articulated figure. Since sketches of arbitrary style would be very difficult to automatically parse, our interface requires the user
to annotate or overlay their initial sketches with stick fig© The Eurographics Association 2003.

ures. These stick figures require only a few seconds to
draw, much less time than the initial sketch itself. From the
simple stick figures, our system automatically extracts the
2D location of joints and bones and then reconstructs 3D
poses. These poses are then interpolated to quickly create a
coarse animated motion that provides a good starting point
for producing the refined final motion. In addition to allowing experienced 3D animators to quickly create rough
motions, our interface provides a bridge to the world of 3D
animation for the millions of artists who are skilled with
pencil and paper, but lack experience with 3D tools.
The primary challenge in creating a 3D animation from
2D images is that many 3D poses may be consistent with a
given 2D stick figure. As shown in Figure 1, multiple poses
match the drawing exactly. The imprecise nature of hand
drawings compounds this difficulty since poses that approximately match the drawing should be considered as
well. Since our goal is to aid animators as they initially design an animation, a completely automated pose reconstruction system is not appropriate. However, manually
posing an articulated figure by specifying the location of
each joint is tedious. Instead, we desire a semi-automated
method that allows the artist to influence and control the
resulting animation.
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Bregler et al.2 propose a method for capturing the expressive motion of cartoons and retargeting it onto articulated figures. They require that 3D keyframes
corresponding to the cartoon motion be manually constructed using a traditional animation package. Our method
complements their work in that we focus on reconstructing
keyframes, while they provide a method for interpolating
between them.
Figure 1 Multiple 3D poses can be consistent with a single
2D stick figure. Each foreshortened bone can be pointed
either towards the viewer or away from the viewer. Here
we see three possible reconstructions of the hand drawn
keyframe on the left. (The viewpoint has been rotated by 90
degrees about the vertical axis to expose the ambiguity.)
The arrows indicate the joints or bones that have changed.
In the leftmost reconstruction the knee bends inwards and
looks unnatural. We eliminate such reconstructions using
joint-angle constraints. In both the middle and rightmost
reconstructions the raised forearm is within a natural
range, and either pose is equally plausible.

Our approach is to build an interface that constructs the
set of poses that exactly match the drawing, automatically
selects the best guess, and then allows the user to guide the
system to the desired character pose. Precise reconstruction
of pose is limited by the imprecision of hand drawings.
Even skilled artists do not always draw bones with
geometrically precise foreshortening. Our interface handles
such imprecision through a process of automated
refinement and optimization.

2. Related Work
The most common interfaces for posing 3D articulated figures allow users to interactively position the extreme joints
of a character and use inverse kinematics (IK) to update the
positions of interior joints.6,26 Yet the power of such interfaces can also be a weakness. Novice users can find it particularly difficult to use such interfaces because every
parameter is available for continuous manipulation. The
freedom of motion can overwhelm the ability of users to
obtain the desired pose. Rather than requiring continuous
manipulation of 3D widgets as with IK systems, our interface asks users to choose the intended pose from a discrete
set of possible choices.
The functionality of our interface complements IK systems. It acts as an alternate that is appropriate for novice
users, and which may provide a way for skilled animators
to quickly rough out motions before refining them with the
full power of existing IK tools.
Hecker and Perlin8 developed a sketch based animation
system using a touch sensitive tablet that is similar in spirit
to ours. However their system relies completely on the artist to resolve ambiguity, and no provisions for regularizing
the resulting animation are explored.
© The Eurographics Association 2003.

In the domain of static 3D modeling, SKETCH,25
Teddy,12 and Chateau11 all provide the casual sketch style
interface we seek. In examining these and other systems we
have extracted two high-level principles that can be applied
to many such interfaces: The system should use a set of default assumptions to automatically resolve ambiguities.
These assumptions should essentially guess what the user
desires, without having the user specify every detail precisely. In addition, the system should provide an interface
allowing user guidance when the default assumptions are
wrong. The additional information about the user's intent
should be used to refine the assumptions and produce a
new guess from among the possible solutions.
At the core of an automated solution is some method of
reconstructing pose from the drawn 2D structure. The
computer vision community has explored the related problem of reconstructing 3D poses from a monocular video
sequence. Several recent surveys provide an introduction to
the range of methods that have been explored,5,18 and an
explanation of why this problem is particularly challenging
for the task of animation is given by Gleicher and Ferrier.7
Rather than attempting a comprehensive treatment here, we
discuss broad categories of approaches with a few representative samples.
Model-based tracking and reconstruction methods3,4
assume that a 3D skeleton is known a priori and that the
initial 3D pose of this skeleton has been hand-specified so
that the 3D joints match corresponding 2D image features
in the first frame. These methods then use fully automatic
optimization techniques to both track the 2D image features and find a set of 3D skeletal joint angles that match
the 2D image features in the subsequent frames. However,
these methods often rely on video frame rates and require
that the user re-initialize the system if large frame-to-frame
motions cause the tracking to fail. When the frame rate is
high, these systems provide a useful automation. However,
when the frame rate is low, reinitialization is common, and
the problem becomes one of finding a method for quickly
initializing pose. Since animators often choose to draw
widely spaced keyframes, our problem is closer to that of
initializing pose than to that of tracking closely spaced
frames.
Another approach to the pose reconstruction problem
is to use probabilistic techniques10,20 to automatically learn
the mapping between 2D image features and 3D poses. The
main drawback of these techniques is that they require
large sets of training data in which the correspondence between the 2D image and 3D pose is already known. In our
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case an artist would have to draw each of the training images and hand-specify the corresponding skeletons before
applying the method to a new set of stick figures.
Completely automated solutions, such as those in the
previous two categories, are attractive to computer scientists. Indeed, they are appropriate and useful in many contexts. However, they have an additional limitation: They
would defeat the artistic intent of our tool. Automated solutions cannot ensure that the correct pose is chosen from
among the many ambiguous solutions, since the correct
pose is a matter of artistic intent. A tool designed for artists, such as the one described in this paper, must explicitly
expose this ambiguity to the artist rather than hide it,
allowing the user to guide the system interactively to the
correct solution. Too much control, as in the case of IK
interfaces, can also be difficult to use. We believe our solution provides a good balance between these two extremes.
A final approach for pose reconstruction explicitly acknowledges the existence of multiple solutions and creates
a large set of all possible poses. This set is then pruned to
find the desired pose. Lee and Chen16 prune the set using
joint angle constraints and a strong prior model of walking
humans. In contrast, Taylor22 relies on the user to select the
correct pose. Neither the assumption of walking nor completely manual specification is desirable for our interface.
However, because this class of methods allows for both
automation and user guidance it provides one of the critical
components of our interface.
Contributions. The primary contribution of this work is a
method that allows an animator to create rough 3D articulated figure animation almost entirely from 2D sketches,
with little additional effort. Our approach relies upon a user
interface that follows the principles of default assumptions
and user guidance derived from other sketch-based systems. In addition, we present a novel reconstruction
method that both allows user guidance and can robustly reconstruct 3D pose from imprecise hand-drawn figures.

On paper, the stick figures are drawn with thick circular dots at the joints, and thin lines connecting them as
shown in Figure 1. These drawings are scanned and then
automatically parsed by the system to locate joint positions
and connectivity. When working from a digital canvas, we
provide a stroke-based interface that allows artists to
quickly draw the skeletal stick figure directly. New strokes
automatically snap to previous strokes making it easy for
the user to ensure that segments properly connect to one
another.
After joint positions and connectivity are specified, the
system automatically labels the stick figure, putting it in
correspondence with a pre-defined template skeleton.
A template skeleton is required for 3D reconstruction
and specifies both connectivity and bone lengths. The artist
specifies bone lengths for a given character by drawing a
sketch parallel to the image plane, with no foreshortening.
For example, humanoid skeletons are typically drawn
standing straight up with arms fully extended out to the
sides. As an alternative we have found that bone lengths
can often be adequately estimated by using the longest apparent length across all the keyframes. The assumption in
this case is that the bone is fully extended when it is longest and therefore parallel to the image plane.
Although connectivity of the template could theoretically be extracted from the same sketch that provides bone
lengths, we have not yet implemented this feature. Instead
we ask the user to specify this information in a text configuration file.
Indicate desired 3D pose. The 3D pose of a character is
not uniquely defined by the annotated keyframe. Given a
labeled stick figure and the corresponding template skeleton we reconstruct all possible 3D poses that match the

3. User Interface
An artist creates animations using our system in two stages.
The artist first annotates a sequence of drawn keyframes
that represent the desired motion. Since the exact 3D pose
matching each annotated drawing is ambiguous, the artist
next guides a semi-automated process to the correct reconstruction. The details of these interface procedures are
given in this section. The implementation of supporting algorithms will be described in section 4.
Draw and annotate keyframes. Many artists prefer to create images using pen, paper, and light box, while others
prefer to create images directly on a digital canvas in a
computer. We support both styles of work. The artist simply sketches a sequence of keyframes in any style, and then
annotates these sketches with the skeletal bone structure of
the drawing.

© The Eurographics Association 2003.

Figure 2 Our system provides a suggestive interface that
allows the user to quickly guide reconstruction of the
character’s 3D pose. The currently estimated best pose is
shown above and thumbnails of alternate poses are shown
below. Clicking on a thumbnail flips the towards/away direction (with respect to the viewer) of a single bone in the
3D reconstruction.
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drawing. The set of poses is then culled using joint angle
constraints. The remaining 3D poses are ranked according
to a set of heuristics, and the highest ranking pose is set as
the default.
Since the default pose may not match the pose intended
by the animator, our system also suggests a number of alternative poses and allows the animator to pick among
them. Given a figure with n bones, there are in general 2n
possible 3D configurations for the figure, as each foreshortened bone can point either towards or away from the
viewer with respect to the image plane. To keep the choices
manageable, our system suggests just n alternative poses to
the user, as shown in Figure 2. Each alternative pose is
chosen so that the direction of a single bone is changed
with respect to the default pose. The alternatives are displayed as thumbnails below the default, and the bone that
has changed in each thumbnail is drawn in bright green
with its name underneath. If the change would create a
pose violating joint constraints, the thumbnail is drawn in
dark gray. This approach is based on Igarashi and Hughes’s
suggestive interface 3D modeling system.11
To change the direction of a bone the user simply
clicks on the appropriate thumbnail. The pose in that
thumbnail then becomes the new default pose, and the
Hand drawn stick figure
Extract joint locations

Extract model
parameters

Label Features

Template skeleton

Figure 4 (a) A drawn stick figure before automatic location of joints and bones. (b) Image erosion is iteratively
applied to find the location of joints. (c) Bones are located
by examining a linear region connecting all possible pairs
of joints. (d) Regions found to have a single connected
component are identified as bones. The final joint and
bone structure is recovered after removing cycles from the
graph of connected bones.

thumbnails are redrawn to reflect all the single-bone
changes with respect to that new pose.
A single change may be insufficient to select the desired pose. If additional changes are required the user
merely continues to click on thumbnails until the correct
pose is obtained. Although up to n choices could theoretically be required, we have found that the initial selection is
often correct and that fewer than two bone direction
choices are required on average.
After selecting the intended 3D pose for each keyframe, the animation can be easily exported to a commercial animation tool for interpolation and further refinement.

4. Implementation
Reconstruct possible 3D poses

Relative bone lengths

Cull invalid poses
Rank valid poses

Reconstruct
individual
3D keyframes

User guidance

Optimization
Interpolation

Produce
animation

Reconstructed animation

Figure 3 Overview of system pipeline. Hand-drawn stick
figures are processed by a sequence of stages to produce
the final reconstructed animation. First, 2D model parameters, joint locations, and connectivity are extracted
from drawings. This information is matched against a
known template skeleton. Then, all possible 3D character
poses are reconstructed from the labeled features and
skeletal bone lengths. A semi-automated user-guided iterative process specifies the desired pose. The resulting key
poses are optimized and exported for further interpolation
and refinement.
© The Eurographics Association 2003.

The interface presented to the user employs a number of
behind-the-scenes automations and assumptions. The box
diagram in Figure 3 presents an overview of the computational tasks required to implement our interface.
Extract joint locations. The image-plane locations of
joints and bones that define a keyframe must be determined
before 3D reconstruction can take place. Given a scanned
stick figure representation of the character, joints can be
located through a sequence of image processing operations.24 Figure 4(a) shows a stick figure drawing. By iteratively applying an image erosion operator to the keyframe
bones and joints are gradually eliminated. Since joints are
drawn more thickly, they will remain for a greater number
of iterations. Figure 4(b) shows the result after several iterations of erosion. The process is halted when the number
of connected regions in the image matches the number of
joints in the template skeleton. The centroid of each remaining connected component is taken as the location of a
joint.
In order to determine which joints are connected by
bones, a linear region connecting each pair of joints in the
original image is examined. Two examples of this region
are shown as grey bars in Figure 4(c). If this region con-
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tains a single connected component then the joints are connected, if two or more components are present then the
joints are separated by white space, and are therefore not
connected. This process results in a graph of joints and
their associated connectivity, as shown in Figure 4(d).
When three or more joints are collinear, a cycle will form
in the graph, e.g., joints 1, 5, and 8. Since the longest connection is a concatenation of the shorter connections in this
collinear cycle, we remove the longest component of any
cycle discovered in the graph.
Although failure cases exist, such as when joints lie
atop one another, we have found this procedure to work in
every instance in which it intuitively seems that it should,
providing a reliable efficient automation for the process of
specifying joint locations.
Label features. The joints in the extracted graph structure
must be correctly associated with the template skeleton for
reconstruction to take place. Since we have already determined the graph structure of our drawn stick figure, the
joints can be labeled by computing an isomorphic mapping
between the drawn skeleton and the template skeleton.
Given two graphs G1 and G2 an isomorphism is a one-toone mapping of the vertices that maintains adjacency and
non-adjacency of the vertices. We use the graph matching
algorithm of Schmidt and Druffel21 to compute all valid
isomorphisms between the two skeletons.
Unfortunately, if the connectivity structure of the
graphs contains symmetries there will be more than one
isomorphic mapping between the drawn skeleton and the
template skeleton. To resolve such ambiguities the system
chooses the labeling that would result in joint locations that
most closely match the previous frame. If no previous
frame is available we label the joints assuming the skeleton
is facing forward. If the assumptions are incorrect the user
can quickly cycle through the valid labelings for the skeleton by right-clicking near an incorrectly labeled joint. We
have found that this combination of automation and user
guidance allows a correctly labeled skeleton to be specified
quickly.
Reconstruct possible 3D poses. A set of all possible 3D
poses can be constructed given the 2D image location of
each skeletal joint and template bone lengths. We follow
the reconstruction approach described by both Taylor22 and
Lee and Chen.16
Assume a scaled orthographic camera model, which relates image coordinates q=(u,v) to world coordinates
p=(X,Y,Z) through the following equation:
1 0 0 
q=s 
 p
0 1 0

(1)

Since the X and Y world coordinates can be determined directly from the image plane observations, all that
remains is to determine the Z coordinate of each joint.
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Suppose that a bone segment is defined by two image
points q1 and q2. We can compute the relative distance in Z
(dZ) between p1 and p2 using the following equation:
dZ = ± l 2 − ( q1 − q 2 ) / s 2
2

(2)

where the length of the bone is given by l, and s is the scale
parameter relating image and world coordinates. If all keyframes, and the figure specifying bone length, were drawn
at the same scale, then the value of s will be 1.0. If keyframes have been drawn at different scales then the correct
value of s changes to reflect the nature of the drawings. We
allow s to either be set by the user or determined automatically using the heuristic given by Taylor.22
Equation (2) provides two possible answers for dZ,
representing the pose ambiguity that has been previously
discussed. We retain both answers, allowing all possible
poses to be computed.
The above process is repeated, following the skeletal
graph structure, until the possible coordinate values of all
joints have been enumerated.
Intuitively, if a bone is drawn short in a particular keyframe, the bone is foreshortened; thus, the value of dZ will
be relatively large. If a bone is drawn long, then the bone is
relatively parallel to the image plane, and the value of dZ
will be small. Hand-drawn animations present an interesting challenge to this intuition. Since dZ should never be
complex, equation (2) provides an upper bound for the
drawn length of a bone:
q1 − q 2 ≤ s ⋅ l

(3)

That is, a bone segment that is drawn too long has no
physical meaning. However, cartoon figures are imprecisely drawn at best, and often actively subjected to squash
and stretch. The previous algorithms did not deal with such
imprecision, often adjusting s to force a physically valid interpretation. We take an alternate approach more in line
with the intent of the animator. If a particular bone is illustrated stretched beyond meaning, we simply allow the
length of the bone, l, to change in the corresponding frame
of the 3D reconstruction.
Cull invalid poses. The reconstruction method described
in the previous section produces the set of all possible 3D
poses that match the input drawing with the template skeleton. It is critical that this set be pruned to the smaller set of
poses that might reasonably match the artist’s intention. As
shown in the leftmost reconstruction of Figure 1 where the
knee bends inwards, some of these poses are impossible.
We use default assumptions in the form of joint angle constraints to identify and cull such invalid poses.
A number of methods for applying joint angle constraints have been proposed.13,23 We choose to follow the
method of Lee and Chen16 and derive our angle limits from
the biomechanical measurements of Houy.9
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The simple template used in this work has 11 bones
whose orientation are unknown, which amounts to 211, or
over 2000, possible poses. After joint angle culling, we
find that approximately 5% remain, equivalent to about 6
bones whose orientations remain ambiguous.
Rank valid poses. After culling we rank the remaining
poses using a set of preferences. These preferences are
prior assumptions about the naturalness of a given pose.
We currently use three types of preferences: preferred joint
angles, balance, and frame-to-frame coherence. Preference
values are normalized to lie between 0.0 and 1.0. The rank
of a given pose is computed as the product of individual
preference values, aggregated over all joints and preference
types.
Even within the range of valid joint angles, some angles are more natural than others. Based on this idea, we
weight joint angles that fall within the valid range so that
more natural poses are given a higher preference value.
Each joint angle constraint is augmented so that it also
specifies a preferred angle. In practice, we simply set this
angle to the midpoint of the valid range. We compute the
preference as inversely related to the angular distance between the projected bone and the preferred angle.
For the human skeleton we also compute a balance
preference. When humans are upright, the spine is usually
oriented so that the head is in front of the pelvis. When the
head is behind the pelvis the spine looks hyper-extended
and the body seems unbalanced. Therefore, we compute
the angle between the spine and the world-space y-axis and
if the head is behind the pelvis we reduce its preference
value based on the angular distance from vertical.
Since the drawn stick figures represent key poses of a
figure moving over time, it is expected that some coherence
exists between neighboring frames. Assuming that the user
has chosen the desired pose for the figure in frame t, the
angular difference between bone directions in frame t and
bone directions for each candidate pose in frame t+1 is
computed. Candidate poses that are the most similar to the
previous frame’s reconstruction will receive the highest
preference from this metric.
Given the ranked poses, the best one is presented to the
user, who then guides the system towards the correct pose
using the interface presented in the previous section. We
have found our relatively simple preferences sufficient to
rank the poses, resulting in an average of fewer than two
user-specified bone reorientations to obtain the desired
pose. Although it may be possible to further improve the
quality of our pose ranking, we believe that automated
ranking will never completely remove the fundamental necessity of user guidance, since the correct pose is a matter
of artistic intent.
Optimization. Hand-drawn figures often exhibit distortions that create difficulties for reconstruction methods that
rely on fixed bone lengths. Such imprecision appears as
undesirable sliding and wobble in the reconstructed anima© The Eurographics Association 2003.

tions. Using only the reconstruction method presented earlier, the resulting animations are of relatively poor quality.
Thus, after the user has specified the desired pose for each
keyframe, an optimization process is invoked to remove
these undesirable effects. By allowing for small variations
in the user-specified joint positions and bone lengths, a
smoother, more natural looking animation can be created.
Our notation is as follows. The final 3D location of a
joint is pjf=(Xjf, Yjf, Zjf), where j indexes joints, and f indexes frame number. The drawn 2D location of a joint is
qjf=(ujf, vjf). The length of a bone is given by lb. The optimization vector is given as p=[p11 p12 … pjf]. Our optimization objective is posed as a weighted sum of the terms
described below.
Since we would like to maintain fidelity to the original
drawings, our first objective term penalizes joints that
move away from their drawn location on the XY image
plane:
1 0 0 
q jf − s 
 p jf
 0 1 0

2

(4)

It is important to note that joints are not constrained to
lie exactly at the location in which they were drawn, as this
would unnecessarily restrict the final animation.
The goal of optimization is to smooth out undesirable
motions caused by imprecision. In order to achieve this
goal, a second regularization objective is included to enforce temporal coherence between neighboring keyframes:
Z jf − Z j ( f +1)

2

(5)

Undesirable motions are manifested primarily on the Zaxis, perpendicular to the 2D drawing. For this reason, we
chose to penalize motion along this axis, so that each joint
is encouraged to have more similar values across time.
The 3D reconstruction process does not necessarily
maintain adjacencies that were intended by the artist. For
example, joints that were drawn in nearly the same 2D position in neighboring keyframes were probably intended to
remain static along the Z-axis as well. This commonly occurs with feet, which should remain stationary on the floor.
Similarly, distinct joints, j and k, that are drawn as exactly
coincident in an individual frame were probably also intended to be coincident in 3D. We add constraint terms to
enforce both of these conditions:
2
q jf − qkf < ε
( Z jf − Z kf )
when
(6)
2
q jf − q j(f +1) < ε
Z −Z

(

jf

j ( f +1)

)

The user-selected key poses can be thought of as a local minimum for the optimization function. Each of the
many ambiguous poses that were rejected by the artist
represents another minimum within the functional space.
We would like to ensure that our optimization procedure
maintains the user’s intention while improving the smoothness of the animation. We therefore penalize joint positions
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Weight
200
1
25
200
slider

Eqn 4
Eqn 5
Eqn 6
Eqn 7
Eqn 8

adjusted as a post-process in Maya, since keyframes were
not drawn with uniform time steps. Note that keyframes are
shown side by side in this figure for clarity. In practice, the
artist draws these frames atop one another using a lightbox,
so that the image plane spatial relationship of the figures is
preserved.

Table 1 Weights for each optimization objective.
that would reverse the desired orientation of bones—i.e.,
the sign of dZ from equation ( 2 ) should not be changed.
Letting p′jf = ( X ′jf , Y jf′ , Z ′jf ) indicate the initial joint position, we have:

( Z kf′ − Z ′jf ) 

max  0, ( Z jf − Z kf )

Z kf′ − Z ′jf 


2

(7)

An artistic drawing could either be very realistic and
precise, or contain unintentional distortions, such as squash
and stretch. In the former case the optimization should preserve the length of bones, interpreting any changes in apparent bone length as foreshortening effects. In the latter
case, the artistic intent is that bone length should be only
loosely preserved. We provide a slider with which the artist
can indicate his or her intent. This in turn specifies the
weight by which changes in bone length are penalized by
the following term:

(l

b

− p jf − pkf

)

2

(8)

The solution to the above objectives is given by equation 9, where Ei is an individual objective, and wi is the
weight of that objective. We use a publicly available package to perform this optimization, using finite differences to
supply gradients.15
arg min ∑ wi Ei
p

i

(9)

While several terms contribute to the optimization objective, we have found that it is not necessary to provide
user control over all weights. Our interface contains a single slider, to control “squashiness,” which indicates the artistic precision with which bone lengths were illustrated.
We find that this slider provides the necessary level of artistic control, while not overwhelming the user with the algorithm’s full complexity. The values of other weights are
given in Table 1.
Following optimization, the animation can be easily
exported to a commercial animation package for interpolation and further refinement.

5. Results
We have created a number of animations using our system.
Figure 6 shows drawn keyframes as well as the interpolated
3D motion for a few of these. The included video also
shows all of the examples. The keyframes were drawn by
several artists who ranged in experience from novice to
professional. The relative timing between keyframes was
© The Eurographics Association 2003.

Table 2 gives statistics on each animation. Note in particular that it requires an average of fewer than 2 choices
per keyframe for the artist to specify the desired 3D pose.
Although we did not explicitly record the user time required to create each animation, it ranged from 5-15 minutes. Of this, a few seconds per keyframe was required to
annotate each drawing with a stick figure, and 1-2 minutes
per keyframe was required to browse through alternatives
and select the intended pose. On average we found that it
took longer to draw the initial keyframe sketches on paper
than to reconstruct 3D poses using our interface.

Box
Throw
Karate
Shotput
Golf
Skip
Run

No. of
frames
4
7
5
10
6
7
6

User
choices
3
8
4
3
14
9
6

Table 2 User interaction statistics for each sequence.
Animators typically draw such that all intended motions are visible, and false attachments are avoided. This
fact was encoded as the optimization constraint described
in equation 6. Figure 5 shows the visual effects of assuming that joints that appear to be coincident in either space
or time actually are coincident. The golfer’s feet stay
planted on the ground, and the hands come together to grip
the club.
The included video shows examples of animations created
both using reconstruction alone and with our optimization
stage. Note that optimization dramatically improves the results. The video examples of reduced wobble, as well as
the improved adjacency of Figure 5, are intended to show
the success of our interface; however, they point towards
its limitations as well. A relatively small amount of imprecision will result in a small amount of wobble, or a small
deviation in the adjacency of the golfer’s hands. This is
corrected in our optimization stage by regularizing or
smoothing the motion using constraints. As the imprecision
in drawing grows, so will these distortions. The user will
eventually be left to choose between too much wobble, and
too much smoothing.
The ‘skip’ example in the last row of Figure 6 shows
the importance of our squashiness slider. Although at first
glance this example looks precise, the bone lengths are in
fact subjected to a great deal of squash and stretch. For example, the length of the upper leg shortens by nearly half
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Finally, we note that the system presented here is designed to construct rough animated sequences. Several recent animation systems including those by Liu and
Popović17 and Pullen and Bregler19 were designed to start
with rough animations as input, in order to derive more detailed or expressive animations. It would be interesting to
join these methods, producing a complete path from sketch
interface to final detailed animation.
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Figure 6 Drawn keyframes are shown together with a representation of the final 3D animation. Several rows also show
skeletal annotation.
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Figure 5 (Left) Two keyframes from a golfing sequence are shown from the original drawn viewpoint. Note that the feet remain fixed and the hands come together. (Middle) The reconstructed 3D poses are shown from a perpendicular view, looking
down the x-axis. Note that the feet do not remain fixed and the hands are not together. (Right) After optimization, both of the
coincidence objectives have been satisfied.

Figure 6 Drawn keyframes are shown with a representation of the final 3D animation. Several rows also show skeletal annotation.
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